**Media Coverage:**
Turning the 'resource curse' into a blessing for education

Total articles: 56

Original articles vs. articles based on press release: 29 v. 27

Number of countries: 29

Total impressions/reach: 8,169,036

**Highlights:**

- India: [The Times of India](#)
- Nigeria: [Vanguard](#)
- United Kingdom: [The Blog-Huffington Post](#)
- United States, [Devex](#)

**Articles by country:**

Algeria:

- Algérie, [Rapport de l’UNESCO: Les ressources naturelles pour une meilleure scolarité](#)

Australia:

- Brisbane News.Net, [Natural resource revenues could nearly double school access in developing nations -UN study](#)
- Herald Globe, [Natural resource revenues could nearly double school access in developing nations -UN study](#)

Brazil:

- Representação da UNESCO no Brasil, [Natural resource revenue could reduce out-of-school numbers by 86% in 17 developing countries](#)

Cambodia:

- The Cambodia News, [Copper and gold mining in Laos could pay for nationwide primary education](#)
Canada:

- Mining.com, Resource Revenues can be a "Blessing for Education" – EFA Report
- Toronto Telegraph, Natural resource revenues could nearly double school access in developing nations -UN study

China:

- Beijin News.Net, Natural resource revenues could nearly double school access in developing nations -UN study

Colombia:

- Yahoo! Noticias, La Unesco pide a 17 países que inviertan dinero de sus recursos en educación

Ethiopia:

- Ethiopian Press Agency, Natural resource revenues could nearly double school access in developing nations: UN study

Fidji:

- Pacific Island News Association, Natural resource revenues could nearly double school access in developing nations -UN study
- The Fidji News, Natural resource revenues could nearly double school access in developing nations -UN study

France:

- UNESCO, Natural resource revenue could reduce out-of-school numbers by 86% in 17 developing countries

Germany:

- Ad Hoc News (EN), Natural Resource Revenues Could Nearly Double School Access in Developing Nations –UN Study

Ghana:

- Ghana Business News, Over half million citizens could get education if Ghana manages oil, minerals revenues well –UNESCO
- Modern Ghana, Natural resource revenue could reduce out-of-school numbers by 86% in 17 developing countries
- My Joy Online, UN report tasks government to address loopholes in oil management

India:
• Daily Campus India, **NATURAL RESOURCE REVENUE COULD REDUCE OUT-OF-SCHOOL NUMBERS BY 86%**

• India Gazette, **Natural resource revenues could nearly double school access in developing nations -UN study**

• Indiablooms.com, **Natural resource revenues to double school access: UN**

• Sify.com, **Natural resource revenues to double school access: UN**

• Studyguideindia.com, **Better management of revenue from natural resources could provide education to 86% of out-of-school children**

• The Times of India, **Natural resource revenue could reduce out-of-school numbers by 86%**

Laos:

• Vientiane Times, **Natural resources could pay for nationwide primary education: report**

Liberia:

• The New Dawn, **Diamonds Could be a Schoolgirl's Best Friend**

Macao:

• Macau News.Net, **Natural resource revenues could nearly double school access in developing nations -UN study**

Malawi:

• Capital Radio Malawi, **Petra asks govt to re-negotiate Kayerekera deal**

Morocco:

• Le Matin.ma, **Les ressources naturelles pour une meilleure scolarité**

• Maghress, **Les ressources naturelles pour une meilleure scolarité**

Myanmar:

• Myanmar News.Net, **Natural resource revenues could nearly double school access in developing nations -UN study**

New Zealand:

• Scoop, **Natural Resource Revenue Could Reduce Out-of-school Numbers**

• Scoop, **Natural Resource Revenues Could Nearly Double School Access**

Nigeria:

• African Herald Express, **Natural oil revenue in Nigeria could get 2.4 million of its children into school**

• Daily Independent, **Nigeria’s oil revenue can get 2.4 million children into school –UNESCO**
- P.M News Nigeria, *The Shocking UNESCO Findings On Education*
- Spur Magazine, *Children’s Day: Can Nigeria salvage the over 10.5m out-of-school children?*
- The Guardian, *Nigeria Can Salvage 2.4m Out-of-school Children, Says UNESCO*
- Vanguard, *Children’s Day: Can Nigeria salvage the over 10.5m out-of-school children?*

**South Africa:**
- Polity.org.za, *Turning the resource curse into a blessing for education (May 2013)*
- Thought Leader, *Turning Africa’s ‘resource curse’ into a blessing for education*

**Spain:**
- El País, *La Unesco pide a 17 países que inviertan dinero de sus recursos en educación*
- Eldario Montanes, *La Unesco pide a 17 países que inviertan dinero de sus recursos en educación*
- Yahoo ! Noticias, *La Unesco pide a 17 países que inviertan dinero de sus recursos en educación*

**Tanzania:**
- The Citizen, *PAULINE ROSE: Turning the 'resource curse' into a blessing for education in Africa*

**Thailand:**
- Asia News Networks, *Copper and gold mining in Laos could pay for nationwide primary education -ANN*

**United Kingdom:**
- The Blog-Huffington Post, *Turning the 'Resource Curse' Into a Blessing for Education in Africa*

**United States:**
- Albuquerque Express, *Natural resource revenues could nearly double school access in developing nations -UN study*
- Devex, *From 'resource curse' to education blessing*
- UN News Center, *Natural resource revenues could nearly double school access in developing nations –UN study*
- Voice of America, *African Mines: A Potential Source of Funds for Infrastructure*

**Venezuela:**
- Yahoo! Noticias, *La Unesco pide a 17 países que inviertan dinero de sus recursos en educación*
Zimbabwe:

- Zimbabwe Star, *Natural resource revenues could nearly double school access in developing nations* - UN study